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Abstract: In the paper, we try to evaluate software by using of usability framework. Relations between the three
factors including the attributes, properties and usability patterns in the framework, are considered as the main
principles of assessment. The proposed method in the paper will be able to calculate effectiveness of efficient
parameters with the quantitative values from usability standards and relationships in the usability framework
of software usability. Using the proposed method, the percentage of involved patterns are calculated and
optimized pattern(s), will be selected. Finally, a case study will be proposed to evaluate the method.
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INTRODUCTION and software architecture based on comprehensive

Software systems  have  vast  applications  in a usability properties and usability patterns. In [5] usability
various sciences specially computer engineering [1,2]. evaluation methods have been introduced that can be
Architecture is the first step in the production of software used during software development without such methods,
which quality attributes are traceable in it. Quality architects may run the risk of designing a software
attributes are made in all phases of design, implementation architecture that fails to meet its usability requirements.
and delivery. So if they are supported by the architecture, To solve to this problem, another method has been
the easier they will be traceable. Among the quality defined. Folmer et al. [9] presented the Scenario-based
attributes of software, usability can be mentioned [3, 2]. Architecture Level Usability Analysis (SALUTA), which

In order to avoid user-system interaction related is the first complete method for usability assessment on
costly late changes, it is necessary to consider usability an architectural level. They defined usage profiles in the
early in the software development process [4]. Moreover form of task-based scenarios and for each the impact on
usability issues with architectural reasons are difficult to improving usability is ranked by a software architect.
add on or remedy after a system has been built [3]. For Based on a selection of scenarios, the software
example, to add an undo functionality to a final software architecture is evaluated. By examining the method, it
product is very challenging. seems to be a good way to assess the usability in

There are several methods for evaluating the usability architectural level, that hasn't the weaknesses of previous
of software architecture based on the definitions of approaches, but has also disadvantages, which we will
usability by various authors. In [4, 5] different definitions refer to some of them below:
of usability is reviewed by Shackle, Nielsen, ISO 9241-11 In the first step of this procedure, the values of
and ISO 9126-1. Based on these definitions, usability will usability attributes which have been obtained
depend on attributes such as the ability to learn, qualitatively. We consider a scenario in which the values
efficiency, flexibility and …. of usability attributes is as follows after creating attribute

Bass et al. [6-8] proposed a method called "Usability priority table:
supporting architecture pattern". It covers the changes As it can be seen in Table1, the value of R is less
that are sensitive to the architecture and puts them in than others and must be increased. In Table 2, the value
scenarios and evaluating. In [4], a framework has been of it has been increased in terms of quantity after
defined that describes the relationship between usability evaluation  and improvement, but still lower than the rest

survey [5]. The framework includes usability attributes,
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Table 1: Scenario before evaluation Table 3: Example of attribute priority table
User Task L S E R
Administrator Update a file 0.8 0.78 0.75 0.65
- - 1 2 3 4

Table 2: Scenario after evaluation and improvement
User Task L S E R
Administrator Update a file 0.8 0.85 0.77 0.71
- - 2 1 3 4

in terms of quality. After the evaluation and improvement,
it’s value unchanged in terms of quality while the value
has been increased quantitatively. This is one of the
drawbacks of this method that in the proposed method are
improved.

Regarding the usability framework, it  can  be  seen,
an attribute may increase  several patterns. In that case, it
is not known which ones of the patterns are  more
effective to improve. In the proposed method, we try to
identify a  specific pattern (s) to optimize an attribute.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 fundamental of the proposed method is
described. In section 3 an evaluation in a case study is
presented and evaluation results are interpreted. Finally,
conclusions are provided in section 4. 

Fundamental of the Proposed Method: This section gives
an overview of our method. It has the following
characteristics:

Determine the values of the usability attributes of
software quantitatively in APT.
Identify a specific pattern(s) as the most efficient
patterns to increase the attribute quantitatively.

Evaluation Procedure Includes the Following Steps:

Analyze architecture; describe provided usability
Create APT; describe required usability.
Evaluate scenarios; determine support.
Create pattern-Attribute table
Create Property-pattern table
Create Attribute-Property table
Interpret the results; take actions.

In the following we will explain each of these steps in
detail.

Architecture Analysis: In this step, the information about
the software architecture is collected. Up to this point, the
usability framework of architecture is created based on
attributes, properties and usability patterns.

User Task Attribute 1 Attribute 2 … Attribute S

Table 4: Example of pattern-Attribute table 

Attribute\Pattern Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 … Pattern N

Attribute

Create Attribute Priority Table: In this step, first the
users and the tasks identified then for each combination
of user, task (we define it as scenario), the values of the
usability attributes of software are calculated
quantitatively by the  relevant  standard. Table 3 shows
an example of an attribute priority table:

Evaluate Scenarios: Next step is to evaluate scenarios
that have been described in the previous step according
to the values of the usability attributes. This is done, in
which each attribute whose value is less than other
attributes in the table  are  considered. However,
according to the characteristics of the proposed method
that is given in the beginning of the section and to
improve the usability, we need to increase quantitative
value of this attribute.

Create Pattern-Attribute Table: In this step, for each
scenario, a table is created which it’s columns include all
of patterns  that  exist within the usability framework (N
is the total number of patterns that is used in the
framework) and the specific attribute is the row of the
table. To study the usability framework of the
architecture,  if  the attribute relates with a pattern, in
other words the pattern affects the attribute, it is marked
with otherwise is specified with . Table 4 for an
example.

As it can be seen from the table4, the values of
usability attributes have been measured in the previous
step, are the numbers between 0 and 1. In this step, we
value them from 0 to 100, so we can determine the portion
of each pattern from the specific attribute in percent
format. In this case, the portion of each pattern from the
attribute is calculated from the following formula: (Eq.1)

P  = (100 / M)1

Where P is the portion of each pattern from the attribute1

and M is the number of patterns which relate with that
attribute in the table (M<N and N is the total number of
patterns). Here, we assume that the portion of all of
patterns is the same. All of patterns may not be involved
equally.
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Create Property-Pattern Table: For each of patterns that
have been identified in the previous step which relate with
the special attribute, a separate table is created which it's
columns include all the properties that exist within the
usability framework (H is the total number of properties
that is used in the framework) and patterns which are
studied are the rows of the table. To study the usability
framework of the architecture, if an property relates with
the pattern, it is marked with otherwise is specified with

. Table 5 for an example.
In this case, the portion of each property from the

special pattern is calculated from the following formula: 

P  = (100 / (M* d))2

Where P is the portion of each property from the special2

pattern, M is the number of patterns which relate with that
attribute in the table and d is the number of properties
which relates with the pattern (d<H and H the total
number of properties). Here, we assume that the
proportion of all properties is the same. All properties may
not be involved equally.

Create Attribute-Property Table: In this step, a table is
created which it's columns include all the attributes that
exist within the usability framework (F is the total number
of attributes that is used in the framework) and properties
that have been identified in the previous step which affect
the specific pattern, are the rows of the table. This step is
repeated for each property that affects the pattern. To
study the usability framework of the architecture, if an
property is associated with the attribute, it is marked with

otherwise is specified with .  Table 6 for an example.
Then the portion of each attribute is determined. In

this case, the portion of each attribute from the property
is calculated from the following formula:

P = (100 / (M* d * s))3

Where P is the portion of each attribute from the3

property, M is the number of patterns which relate with
that attribute in the table, d is the number of properties
which relates with the pattern and s is the number of
attributes which affect the property (s<F and F is the total
number of attributes). Here, we assume that portion of all
attributes is the same. All attributes may not be involved
equally.

Finally, the total portion of the specific pattern from
the special attribute, we wish to increase its value, will be
calculated.

Table 5: Example of Property-pattern table
Pattern/Property Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 … Property H
Pattern

Table 6: Example of Attribute-Property table
Property/Attribute Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3 … Attribute F
Property

Fig. 1: Usability Framework [4]

Interpret the Results: Finally after evaluation, the results
need to be interpreted. So the results which have been
obtained in the previous step of the review of each
pattern, are compared with each other. Consequently,
pattern or specific patterns will be identified as the most
efficient patterns to increase that attribute. So, instead of
all of patterns that have been applied in the framework,
they can be added in terms of their priorities.

Case Study- CMS: In order to validate our method it has
been applied in a web based content management system
(CMS). In the next few subsections, we will present our
method steps for the webplatform.

Architecture Description: In this step, the usability
framework for CMS architecture is created based on the
attributes, properties and patterns as the following figure.

As is shown in Figure 1, there is a relationship
between the usability attributes, properties and patterns.
Based on the definition of usability by standard ISO 9126-
2, ISO 9241-11, … usability depends on attributes such as
Efficiency  (E),    Reliability    (R),    Satisfaction    (S)   and
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Table 7: CMS Attribute Priority Table 
No User Task R E S L
1 CMS Administrator Edit Object 70 50 60 65
2 End-User Quick Search 55 60 65 75
3 End-User Navigate 75 70 45 85

Table 8: CMS Pattern-Efficiency Attribute table
VM SC UM WZ UP CSH HL DV CL UN AFMO SF MV EM MCH

E

Learnability(L). usability properties have been derived As it can be seen from Table 9, the properties NM
from a survey of design heuristics and principles of
various authers [10-13]. Examples of these properties are
Natural_Mapping (NM), Minimize _ Cognitive _ Load
(MCL), Adaptability (AD), Guidance (GU), Error _
Management (EM), Explicit _ User _ Control (EUC),
Provide _ Feedback (PF), Consistency (CONS),
Accessibility (ACC). Architecturally sensitive usability
patterns in figure1 have been derived from these sources
[7,14-18]. examples of these patterns are Workflow _
Model (WM), Scripting (SC), User _ Modes (UM), Wizard
(WZ), User _ Profile  (UP),  Context_Sensitive_Help
(CSH), History _ Logging (HL), Data _ Validation (DV),
Cancel (CL), Undo  (UN), Action _ For _ Multiple _
Objects (AFMO), System  _  Feedback( SF), Multiple _
Views (MV),  Emulation (EM), Multichanneling (MCH).

Attribute Priority Table Creation: In this step, for each
of scenarios, the values of usability attributes for CMS are
calculated quantitatively. In determining these values,
standards[8,12] are used as the following table:

According to the Table 7, for scenario number one,
the value of attribute efficiency is lower than other
attributes. So, we should increase the quantitative value
of this attribute.

Evaluate Scenarios: In this step, the scenarios which
have been defined in the previous step, are evaluated
based on the values of usability attributes.

Create Pattern-Attribute Table: In this section a table as
"pattern-attribute table" is created for CMS attribute
efficiency as follows:

As is shown in Table 8, eleven patterns(VM, SC,
UM, WZ, UP, HL, DV, CL, UN, SF, MV) affect the
attribute efficiency. So, according to Eq.1 the portion of
each of them, with the assumption of distribution equally
for quantitative values of the patterns, is equal to (100 /
11= 9.09).

Create Property-Pattern Table: In this section, a table as
" property–pattern table" is created, for each of the eleven
patterns listed in the previous step. 

and MCL affect the pattern WM. So, according to Eq.2
the portion of each properties from the pattern is equal to
(100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 10, the property MCL affects the pattern SC.
So, the portion of it from the pattern is equal to
(100/(11*1) = 9.09).

In Table 11, the properties MCL and AD affect the
pattern UM. So, the portion of each properties from the
pattern is equal to (100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 12, the properties MCL and GU affect the
pattern WZ. So, the portion of each properties from the
pattern is equal to (100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 13, the property AD affects the pattern UP.
So, the portion of it from the pattern is equal to
(100/(11*1) = 9.09).

In Table 14, the property EM affects the pattern HL.
So, the portion of it from the pattern is equal to
(100/(11*1) = 9.09).

In Table 15, the property EM affects the pattern DV.
So, the portion of it from the pattern is equal to
(100/(11*1) = 9.09).

In Table 16, the properties EM and EUC affect the
pattern CL. So, the portion of each properties from the
pattern is equal to (100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 17, the properties EM and EUC affect the
pattern UN. So, the portion of each properties from the
pattern is equal to (100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 18, the properties PF and EUC affect the
pattern SF. So, the portion of each properties from the
pattern is equal to (100/(11*2) = 4.54).

In Table 19, the properties EM, CONS and ACC
affect the pattern MV. So, the portion of each properties
from the pattern is equal to (100/(11*3) = 3.03).

Create Attribute-Property Table: The next step, for each
of the eleven patterns listed in the previous step, a table
as "attribute–property table" is created as the following
tables:

As described earlier, the properties NM and MCL
affect the pattern WM. So table 20 is created for the
pattern WM which these properties are the rows of the
table. As is shown in the table 20, both of them affect the
attribute E.
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Table 9: Property-Pattern(VM) Table
ACC CONS PF EUC EM GU AD MCL NM

WM

Table 10: Property-Pattern(SC) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

SC

Table 11: Property-Pattern(UM) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

UM

Table 12: Property-Pattern(WZ) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

WZ

Table 13: Property-Pattern(UP) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

UP

Table 14: Property-Pattern(HL) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

HL

Table 15: Property-Pattern(DV) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

DV

Table 16: Property-Pattern(CL) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

CL

Table 17: Property-Pattern(UN) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

UN

Table 18: Property-Pattern(SF) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

SF

Table 19: Property-Pattern(MV) Table
NM MCL AD GU EM EUC PF CONS ACC

MV

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
NM is equal to (100/(11*2*3) = 1.51) and the portion of
each  attribute  that  affects  the  property  MCL is equal
to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion of the
pattern WM from the attribute E is equal to (1.51+ 2.27 =
3.78).

The property MCL affects the pattern SC. So Table 21
is created for the pattern SC which the property is the row
of the table. As is shown in the table 21, it affects the
attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
MCL is equal to (100/(11*2*1) = 4.54). So, the total portion
of the pattern SC from the attribute E is equal to 4.54. 

The properties AD and MCL affect the pattern UM.
So table 22 is created for the pattern UM which these
properties are the rows of the table. As is shown in the
table 22, both of them affect the attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
AD is equal to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27) and the portion of
each attribute that affects the property MCL is equal to
(100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion of the pattern
UM from the attribute E is equal to (2.27+ 2.27 = 4.54). 

The properties GU and MCL affect the pattern WZ.
So table 23 is created for the pattern WZ which these
properties are the rows of the table. As is shown in the
table 23, just the property MCL affects the attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
MCL is equal to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion
of the pattern WZ from the attribute E is equal to 2.27.

The property AD affects the pattern UP. So table 24
is created for the pattern UP which the property is the row
of the table. As is shown in the table 24, it affects the
attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
AD is equal to (100/(11*2*1) = 4.54). So, the total portion
of the pattern SC from the attribute E is equal to 4.54. 

The property EM affects the pattern HL. So table 25
is created for the pattern HL which the property is the row
of the table. As is shown in the table 25, it affects the
attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
EM is equal to (100/(11*2*1) = 4.54). So, the total portion
of the pattern SC from the attribute E is equal to 4.54. 

The property EM affects the pattern DV. So table 26
is created for the pattern DV which the property is the row
of the table. As is shown in the table 26, it affects the
attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
EM is equal to (100/(11*2*1) = 4.54). So, the total portion
of the pattern SC from the attribute E is equal to 4.54. 

The properties EM and EUC affect the pattern CL. So
Table 27 is created for the pattern CL which these
properties are the rows of the table. As is shown in the
table 27, just the property EM affects the attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
EM is equal to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion
of the pattern CL from the attribute E is equal to 2.27.

The properties EM and EUC affect the pattern UN. SO
table 28 is created for the pattern UN which these
properties are the rows of the table. As is shown in the
Table 28, just the property EM affects the attribute E.
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Table 20: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern WM 

E R S L

NM
MCL

Table 21: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern SC

E R S L

MCL

Table 22: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern UM

E R S L

MCL
AD

Table 23: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern WZ

E R S L

MCL
GU

Table 24: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern UP

E R S L

AD

Table 25: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern HL

E R S L

EM

Table 26: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern DV

E R S L

EM

Table 27: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern CL

E R S L

EM
EUC

Table 28: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern UN

E R S L

EM
EUC

Table 29: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern SF

E R S L

EUC
PF

Table 30: Attribute-Property Table for the pattern MV

E R S L

EM
CONS
ACC

The portion of each attribute that affects the property EM
is equal to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion of
the pattern UN from the attribute E is equal to 2.27.

The properties PF and EUC affect the pattern SF. So
table 29 is created for the pattern SF which these
properties are the rows of the table. As is shown in the
table 29, just the property PF affects the attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
PF is equal to (100/(11*2*2) = 2.27). So, the total portion
of the pattern SF from the attribute E is equal to 2.27.

The properties EM, CONS AND ACC affect the
pattern MV. So table 30 is created for the pattern MV
which these properties are the rows of the table. As is
shown in the table 30, just the property EM affects the
attribute E.

The portion of each attribute that affects the property
EM is equal to (100/(11*3*2) = 1.51). So, the total portion
of the pattern SF from the attribute E is equal to 1.51.

Interpret the Results: Finally the results of the review
which have been obtained from each pattern, are
compared with each other. According to them, the
patterns UM, DV, SC, UP and HL, have the highest
percentage. So, instead of eleven patterns that affect the
attribute efficiency, it is just enough to add these
patterns. In other words, by Selecting them, rather than
eleven basic patterns, the attribute efficiency will change
better.

 CONCLUSION

The proposed method is based on quantitative
parameters. Selecting quantities hasn't quality problems.
In the paper, we could improve the usability of our
software by choosing the optimal pattern(s). In the study,
the distribution of quantitative value of a pattern or
property is assumed to be identical. It has also been
determined the quantitative value of usability attributes.
We can use of standards to determine these values.
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